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My battle is a blunt, funny, idiosyncratic account of Andy Rooney's global battle II. As a young,
naïve correspondent for the celebrities and Stripes, Rooney flew bomber missions, arrived in
France in the course of the D-Day invasion, crossed the Rhine with the Allied forces, traveled to
Paris for the Liberation, and used to be one of many first journalists into Buchenwald. Like such
a lot of of his generation, Rooney's existence was once replaced endlessly through the war. He
observed lifestyles on the extremes of human experience, and wrote approximately what he
observed, making it actual My War to thousands of fellows and women. My struggle is the tale
of an green child studying the craft of journalism. it's via turns moving, suspenseful, and
reflective. And Rooney's unmistakable voice shines via on each page.
Picked this up My War considering it might be light, stress-free reading. Well, it was once
enjoyable, yet gentle it was once not. Rooney lines his emotions from conscientious objector to
Nazi hater. He served as a correspondent for Stars & Stripes, first following the air warfare and
the 8th Air strength and after D-Day the land battle from Normandy to the assembly people and
Russian forces on the Elbe River.While he was once no longer a combatant, he did fly 5
missions on B-17s and on B-24's. at the first one, his aircraft was once badly broken and the
pilot died. He describes his emotions rather good in this challenge - he used to be yes that he
wouldn't survive. His tales which got here from My War interviewing flight crews are fairly picture
to the purpose of being grisly. someone who feels that struggle is glamorous should still learn
this - The "good war" used to be terrible and he doesn't spare us the details.A few quotes:"Most
folks reside our lives at part pace and on schedule. We sleep after we usually are not tired,
consume after we are not hungry and visit the flicks or watch tv to chuckle or cry so that it will
delivery ourselves out of our actual lives.... existence is genuine at war.... it truly is lived at
complete speed. most folk do not know the way negative elements of it are as the tales
approximately struggle are just about all interested in the drama of survival and victory over nice
odds.... battle brings My War up inquiries to which there aren't any reliable answers. One query
in my mind, which I not often dare point out in public, is whether or not patriotism has, overall,
been a strength for reliable or evil within the world.... battle brings out the type of delight in
nation that encourages its voters towards excellence and it encourages them to manage to die
for it.... If in simple terms i'll get out of my brain My War the main patriotic those that ever lived,
the Nazi Germans." (page xv)"There aren't any extra heroes in conflict than in peace. it truly is
simply that during peacetime heroism isn't really so dramatic, isn't apt to be life-threatening, and
so does not name as a lot recognition to itself." (page 102)He rates My War A.A. Milne, of
Winnie-the-Pooh fame, "If struggle is to be made tolerable, the romantic culture My War needs
to be passed on. 'Madam, I took away your son, yet I offer you again the reminiscence of a
hero.'" (page 102)He has a low opinion of spying, "There's no facts spying did us a My War lot
stable in global warfare II, and the defective intelligence supplied us by way of the CIA in
regards to the Soviet Union within the postwar years expense us billions [if now not trillions:] of
dollars" (page 145)"Infantrymen are not any braver than an individual else and so they do what
they must do, that is usually to be killed, no longer loads simply because they're ordered to yet
simply because each one guy feels a feeling of legal responsibility to the guy subsequent to

him. it truly is for that man, now not the officer or noncom ordering them, that they cross into the
face of fire. I snort while I listen the word 'He gave his lifestyles for his country.' nobody provide
his life. His existence is taken" (page 172)If you're grew to become off via the "F" notice or
different profanity, you could no longer are looking to choose this up. The phrases are used yet
simply sparingly - some distance below they're utilized in actual existence within the military or
the other department of the protection Dept.
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